Abstract
Introduction
Uninterrupted connectivity on the move is a basic requirement for people who want to maintain communication as they move from one place to another. There arises also a need for strong, scalable and robust architecture, which provides least possible signaling overhead due to change in location. Providing seamless mobility with optimized cost to Wireless Mobile Network (WMN) is an upcoming area of research. However, unpredictable mobility pattern of users along with their different types of Quality of Services (QoS) requirements make the task more challenging. In fact the architecture and design of IP networks itself impose some challenges to provide seamless mobility. In this section we will discuss the issues involved in providing seamless mobility to end users in mobile wireless environment.
IP networks may be divided into small areas called subnets. All devices within a subnet assign IP address with a common part. This common part is called subnet address. A subnet has a default router and every device within the subnet receives data via this default router. The subnet under which a device permanently resides is called home network of the device. The mobile nodes are those who frequently visit some subnet other than its home subnet. While away from home, packets destined to mobile nodes' permanent address are lost. The objective of any IP mobility solution is to enable mobile node to receive packet during its transition. To do so, the mobile node who is visiting other location has to do few things. First of all, it has to acquire a new IP address in the visiting subnet (called foreign network). Because the structure of the IP network itself will not allow the visitor node to use its permanent address in the new location. So, it has to use a new address which is called Care of Address (CoA). Secondly, the acquired CoA must be communicated to its home location so that any packet send to the mobile node may be redirected to its new location. Thirdly, the receipt of CoA must be acknowledged by the home location to the mobile node. This method of communicating the CoA address to home location and acknowledging the same involve cost which is called signaling overhead due to mobility management. In reality every area or subnet has home agents that take care of keeping location information of mobile nodes when they are away from home, and access routers to assign care of address to visitor mobile nodes. So, the Binding Registration (BR) or Binding Update (BU) messages are communicated from mobile node to home agent who carries CoA and Binding Acknowledgement (BACK) message is communicated in the reverse direction to confirm the reception of CoA. Although the mobility management mechanism enables users with uninterrupted communication, it introduces few problems into the network. First and foremost, it impose a considerable signaling cost in terms of bandwidth, processing and transmission cost caused by binding related messages. Secondly, the packets directed to mobile nodes' home location must be redirected to its new location, which introduces tunneling cost. Finally, till the completion of binding update lots of packets destined to nodes home location are lost. The time taken to complete the binding update process is called handover latency. In this paper signaling overhead is the primary concern. Other problems like handoff latency and tunneling overhead are not discussed in this discussion.
There are several factors that contribute to the signaling overhead in an IP based wireless mobile architecture. First, the how frequently a mobile node change its location from one subnets to another. Since, for each change in subnet it has to acquire a new CoA and home network must be informed. Second, the total number of binding related messages required to be exchanged between the home location and foreign location. Third, is the size of each binding related messages. Forth, is the distance to be traversed (may be in hop count) by the binding related messages. To improve signaling load in a mobile architecture, all the four factors may be tuned properly. But, out of all four the last issue is more suitable to address and reduces signaling overhead quite a lot compared to other three. Because, the first factor depends on the movement pattern of the user upon which network designer have no control. Second have only two messages BU and BACK and it cannot be reduced further. Third, the size of the message must be in accordance with the IP protocol which is not of much interest to reduce signaling overhead. In this discussion a method of addressing the third factor is proposed to reduce signaling overhead by introducing some functional entities to the mobility architecture so that the distance traversed by binding related messages are reduced. This method is already adopted by several mobility management algorithms [3, 4, 6, 7] to make local movement of mobile nodes transparent to its home location. In the related work section few of them are discussed.
Organization of the paper is followed by related work in section II. Our proposed architecture with the description of different architectural entities is stated in section III. Movement of nodes is an important parameter to examine the signaling overhead due to node mobility. The user movement is modeled as a Markov process in section IV. Mathematical modeling of location update frequency and cost is carried out in section V. Section VI is the discussion of analytical results. Reference is available in section VII.
RELATED WORK
There are a handful of proposals made so far to address this challenging task. Mobile IPv4(MIPv4) [1, 2, 10] is the parent of all these proposals. This protocol is the first protocol [1] to provide the support for mobile users in IP based network. Mobile IPv4 suffers form triangular routing [11] , lack of security and limited address space. One extension of MIPv4 known as MIPv4 Regional Registration (MIPv4 RR) [3, 4] is another popular research work that address the issue of mobility management with reduced signaling cost. After successful implementation of IP version 6, the mobility management issue is addressed in MIPv6 [2, 5] . MIPv6 have some advantages such as large address space, absence of triangular routing etc. But it treats both the local and global movement of a node same way, which causes significant processing overhead for local movement of users as the number of Mobile Node (MN) increases. In addition, handoff speed is aggravated because the MN waits for an end-to-end path establishment so that it can receive packets on the new Access Router (AR) [6] . A method of reduced signaling overhead in mobile IPv6 based network is discussed in Hierarchical MIPv6 (HMIPv6) [6, 7] . Mobile Anchor Point (MAP) at the boundary of the local domain in HMIPv6 minimizes the signaling cost over the backbone network [6] by making MNs mobility transparent to the Home Agent (HA) and Correspondent Node (CN)s within the local domain. But HMIPv6 does not perform well for globally moving MNs in terms of signaling cost. A recent research paper [14] discusses a method of combining Fast Handover with HMIPv6 (FMIPv6) to reduce handoff latency. They propose a scheme for Fast Handover over HMIPv6 networks and claim that the MIPv6 mobility could be more enhanced by combining FMIPv6 with HMIPv6. Doing so MIPv6 is benefited from all the advantages of the respective schemes. There work mainly focuses on the enhanced scheme of FHMIPv6 that can reduce the latency handover of message from a certain access router to another router. The said Enhanced Scheme for Fast HMIPv6 (or ESF-HMIPv6) is designed to be efficient with the data transport feature. The main purpose of the proposed work is to design scheme to minimize the handover latency time of message transmission. The analysis shown in the work compares ESF-HMIPv6 with MIPv6 and HMIPv6 in terms of handover latency and variation of TCP window size. With the analytical results they have concluded that ESF-HMIPv6 can reduce the handover latency. The authors of the paper have also stated that ESF-HMIP6 can reduce the out of sequence traffic of the existing schemes to obtain better TCP performance. The proposal made in [15] is an integrated mobility scheme that combines the procedures of FMIPv6 and Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for real-time communications. They have suggested the use of several functionalities in FMIPv6 and SIP in order to reduce system redundancies and signaling loads. The proposed scheme aims at reducing the handover latency and packet loss for an ongoing real-time traffic. Simulation of the proposed work is done using ns-2 and compared the scheme with the existing protocols for VoIP and for video stream traffic. This mobility architecture achieves lower handover delay and less packet loss than using either FMIPv6 or SIP and hence presents a powerful handover mobility scheme for next generation IP-based wireless systems. To provide higher degree of scalability, and handle both slow and fast moving MNs efficiently, there is always a tendency to organize anchor agents in multi-layered architecture either as a pyramid [11] or as a tree [4] . A brief discussion of the work [4] and [11] is done as related work to our proposal in the next paragraph.
The work carried out in [4] proposes a hierarchical model for MIPv6 where anchor agents are organized as tree. They have suggested an optimal level of hierarchy that gives best performance in terms of cost of location update and packet delivery. An investigation of session to mobility ratio and their impact on total cost and optimal hierarchy also been done in the paper. In our work the same tree like structure of arranging anchor agents is followed. The prime difference of the work discussed in this paper includes the user movement modeling as Markov process and both the location update frequency and cost is analyzed for optimal levels of hierarchy. The focus of the work [11] is to provide an optional hierarchical mobility management solution for next generation wireless IP based networks for network parameters like signaling overhead, handoff latency and frequency of location update. The authors have proposed to organize the network elements in N different layer with a pyramid like structure. However, they have not considered any specific mobility pattern or session arrival pattern. The research work discussed in this paper is only to see the behavior of N-layered model for optimal signaling overhead. Analysis of other parameters like handoff latency and tunneling overhead is left as the future work. The architectural model for analysis is a tree like arrangement of anchor agents in the different part of the network. Although hierarchical arrangement of anchor agents minimize the signaling overhead due to location update by handling MN of different speed by different anchor agents in one hand, it increases cost of binding refresh in the other hand. That is why, a balance in both is essential for acceptance of hierarchical architecture for MIPv6.
In this paper we propose a general mathematical model for N-layered HMIPv6 architecture to evaluate the performance in terms of location update frequency, location update cost. Based on analytical results an optimal level of hierarchy is established best performance in terms of the different performance parameters as mentioned above. The following assumptions have been made during the discussion of our work:
• Tree like arrangement of anchor agents as in [11] • Subnet-crossing rate of all the mobile nodes is independent of each other and based on the probabilistic function • Behavior of mobile nodes is modeled as Markov process.
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed network architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . The various MAPs placed hierarchically in the local domain provide transparency of the visitor MNs location to higher layer MAPs. The GMAP provide transparency of the visitor MNs' location to the HA as well as the CNs. As long as the visitor MN stays within the same foreign domain the HA and CN need not be updated because they are to contact the GMAP to communicate with visitor MN and GMAP will take the responsibility of sending packet to MN on there behalf. A complete binary tree as stated in [4] is considered in our architecture. This tree structure provides a scalable service and supports a large number of mobile nodes visiting a foreign domain. The number of MAPs in a particular layer is measured in terms of depth of the tree. For example a tree of depth l contains 2 l-1 number of MAPs in the layer 1. All the ARs are assumed to be under the L1-MAP and there may be n number of ARs (hence cells) under a L1-MAP. Transition from state 0 to 1 or k to 0 indicates that the visitor MN is moving to a cell under new L1-MAP, so L2-MAP update is required. The duration for which the MN stays under the coverage of the L1-MAP no way affects a state transition. So, the location update process is a Markov process. Again, a MN can move only to its adjacent cell, hence it is characterized as BD process. Finally, we consider a constant rate of visitor MNs cell changing process which is determined by the speed of the MN, and coverage area of the cell. So, the location update process is modeled as Poisons process. The location update process due to changing of L1-MAP,L2-MAP etc. may also be describe in the same way as that of the cell changing process. From i-th layer MAP (where 1< i ≤ N) point of view, the states in the transition diagram represents L(i-1)-MAPs and their coverage area. The number of states k is less than or equal to the total number of L(i-1)-MAPs covered by the i-th layer MAPs. For any anchor agent belong to a layer l, the total cells under it is determined by 2 i-1 . n. We assume a random way point mobility model [12] with a speed of MN v m/s and that the MNs move in the uniform direction in [0,2 π ). The cell is circular in shape with a radius r. We have calculated the maximum possible cell changing rate with the given speed of MN and then used probability of changing different anchor agents based on probability theory. The term α i where 0≤i≤N, represents the rate of change of coverage area by visitor MN and i=0 indicates the cell changing rate. Considering an average speed v of the visitor node, the quantity α i is calculated as, 
USER MOVEMENT AND MOBILITY MODEL

MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
In this section we perform a mathematical analysis of different performance parameters with respect to the proposed architecture considering the user movement and mobility model as discussed in section IV above.
1. Frequency of Location Update
The process of changing any level of MAP by a visitor MN is a random process, i.e. a visitor MN may change its anchor agent (either AR, L1-MAP, L2-MAP or GMAP) at any moment of time , subject to maximum of α l number of changes per second times for l=0,1,…,N. Also, it is already mentioned that the time of next change of any level anchor agent is independent of previous change, and that the probability of a change in anchor agent in an interval ∆t is proportional to ∆t [13] . In fact since α i is the mean anchor agent changing rate per unit time, the probability of change occurred in time ∆t is α i ∆t. So, the probability distribution time between two successive changes of same level anchor agent is exponentially distributed and the probability density function is given by 
2. Cost of Location Update
The quantity p i (k) in equation (1) represents the probability of changing k number of cells during time interval t. If t considered 1 , equation (1) 
where 0≤i≤N. For i=0 equation (2) represents the probability of changing a cell and i=N represents the probability of changing the GMAP. From equation (2) and law of probability theory the quantity m i for 0≤i<N which is measured as, While MN changes its CoA, as a result of changing its coverage area it has to update the concerned anchor agent. These agents may be at any level including the HA and CN, depending upon the movement of the MN. The location update process is completed by means of message exchange between MN and anchor agents as explained in section 3. The cost of location update is defined as the cost incurred to completely transmit the location update message and receiving the acknowledgement of the same. It depends upon the unit number of bytes in the exchanged messages as well as the distance traversed by the message with fixed unit transmission cost in both wireless and wired media. The total cost of location update in our model comprises of the following three components: 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
This section observers the analytical behavior of the various performance parameters based on the mathematical analysis presented in the previous section. We have used programs which are developed using C language to observe the desired performance related data. Through the graphs presented in the following subsections we have tried to figure out the maximum layer of hierarchy that shows a tendency to offer optimal value for the performance parameters stated earlier. 
1. Analytical Results for Frequency of Location Update
In section V.b. we have calculated the frequency of location update (equation (2)) considering k number of lower layer anchor agents visited by the MN before it changes its current higher layer anchor agent. The higher the value of k lesser the probability of changing the higher layer anchor agent, and hence less the frequency of location update. The value of k has adequate contribution to change in location update frequency. In this section we have figure out the impact of k on location update frequency. During analytical analysis we have tried various values of k (8, 10, 16 ) but the set of values produced with k=4 seems to be the best of them. So, the value k=4 and 5 (25% increase in k) is been plotted to show the % increase in location update frequency for various speed of MN. The data have been plotted for different MN speed which determines the rate of crossing layered anchor agents (α i in section IV). The percentage change in i th layer anchor agent update probability is been plotted in Fig. 3 The observation made here is to see how does the frequency of updating i th layer anchor agent changes upon change in the value of k. It is noticed that as k increases the probability of updating higher layer anchor agent decreases. From layer one-to-two it decreased by almost 10-11%, from layer two-to-three it decreases within the range of 6-8%. Beyond the third layer only 2-3% (approx) decrease in the frequency is seen. One reason is, when number of layers increases the coverage of top layer (i-th layer) increases hence decreases the probability of changing anchor agent hence decrease location update frequency. A symmetric pattern in the graph is observed for different speed of MN as depicted in the graph of Fig.3. Since the number of layers cannot restrict the injection of BU messages in the back bone domain as long as the α i and r i remain constant, so we have measured the location update cost only for the local domain (Fig.1) . BU messages (40+28 bytes) go out of the local domain with a certain probability whatever irrespective of the number of layers in the local domain. When there is a single anchor agent it is placed at the border. In case there are two, first is placed at the middle of the internal network and the MN in terms of hop count. The placement of anchor agents are decided to maintain an average hop count between anchor agents as well as MN and first level anchor agent. With this assumption we have calculated the location update cost fro updating each layer agent and plotted the percentage change in update cost as a result of adding new layer. From equation (4) (C2) it is clear that, lesser the number of layers, more the distance traverse by the BU/BACK messages and hence high location update cost. Figure 5 shows that, as soon as the number of layers increases the cost decreases but the trend of decreasing the cost reduces when number of layers exceeds three. From layer one-to-two it decreased by almost 25-27%, from layer two-to-three it decreases within the range of 22-25%. Beyond the third layer around 10-12% decrease in the cost is noticed. Higher the number of layers larger the total cost of processing at the intermediate anchor agents and slowly nullify the advantage of placing an anchor agent. Graph follows symmetrical pattern for MN speed 5m/s, 10m/s and 20m/s.
2. Analytical results for Cost of Location Update
CONCLUSION
In an environment of large number of highly mobile users, considerably large quantity of binding related messages is generated. These messages overwhelm both internal as well as backbone network. The production of large signaling cost makes network architecture less scalable in mobile environment. Hierarchical arrangement of anchor agents to handle local movement of nodes with transparency to CN or HA can reduce the signaling overhead. The hierarchical architecture decreases location update frequency and cost but large number of layers is not beneficial. So, it is desirable to find out the optimal levels of hierarchy that can provide seamless mobility to end users with acceptable values of binding update frequency and cost. In this paper provide mathematical analysis to a general N-layer architecture for two most important parameters that contributes to the signaling overhead; the frequency of location update and location update cost. Observation reveals that three layers of hierarchy may be optimal for IPv6 based wireless mobile network. However, examining only the two parameters optimal hierarchical architecture cannot be concluded. We do not want to give the complete architecture for scalable seamless mobility model; rather our intention is to examine only signaling overhead. Other important parameters handoff latency and tunneling overhead are left as a future work so that a complete solution to IPv6 based mobile network can be suggested with scalability.
